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One Piece Pirates: Snow One Piece Pirates: Snow One Piece Pirates: Snow (One Piece: Snow Pirates) is a 2012 anime anime film based on
the original manga series by Eiichiro Oda. In the year 1242, the infamous war between the Whitebeard Pirates and the New World Pirates
reached the East Blue, involving the country of Puea. The Blackbeard pirates, attacking from the West Blue, struck deep into the East Blue
and continue to pillage. When he is defeated, Blackbeard is driven into the Yōrō Valley, eventually finding Totto the year, and earns the name
"Snow Pirates". Plot Thirteen years ago, a veteran pirate named Yonji (the leader of the "Whitebeard Pirates"), was defeated by the marine
unit led by Tobari (who greatly resents Yonji, as he believes Yonji is the reason why his platoon is losing their battles against Blackbeard's
crew). In retribution, Yonji has a hidden base in the red sphere containing the leader of the Yōrō Valley, a captain called Tonjiki (who is
rumored to be Yonji's wife's father), and a kappa named Chimori. Subsequently, Yonji captures Tobari and tries to force him to honor the
legend of Yonji by becoming his right-hand, but Tobari refuses. As Tobari seeks revenge, Yonji receives word of a foe's location and goes to
confront him and Tonjiki, and they get into an underwater duel, which Tobari wins. However, in the aftermath of the fight, Tonjiki gets badly
beaten and is forced to run away. Tobari returns to Yonji and demands to know where Tonjiki is; the captain tells him to wait, because he will
know soon enough. Tobari goes to the Yōrō Valley and steals a large amount of money from the place. Yonji finds Tobari there and gives
chase. In the underground of the valley, he discovers the stranded Tonjiki; despite their condition, the duo manage to escape. Back in the
Whitebeard base, Yonji discovers Tobari is out to avenge his friend and crew. Yonji tells Chimori to hold off Tobari until the next day, as he
plans to escape. Yonji then seduces Tonjiki and gets him to agree to let him have a glass of his kappa's wine. Tonjiki is so drunk that he
admits to having
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